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Blood Bank Refrigerator
Product Image

Description

Mounted on a sturdy angle frame. The inner chamber is made up of stainless steel sheet and
outer of  mild steel  sheet  duly powder coated paint.  Caster wheels  provided for  easily
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mobility. The temperature is maintained in 4°C to 6°C with forced air circulation ensures
uniform temperature, for storing blood bottles or blood bags. Temperature is controlled by
Microprocessor PID digital temperature controlled-cum-indicator and triggers the “audio
visual alarm” in the event of fluctuation exceeding permitted tolerance. Unit is also fitted
with “door operated alarm” and “power supply failure alarm”, as a safety devices.

A highly efficient refrigeration system consists of hermetically sealed compressor, for high
performance cooling coil runs all around the cabinet to maintain uniformity of temperature.

The entire refrigeration unit is housed at bottom. Two doors are provided. Inner door is of
transparent acrylic sheet for easy viewing inside the chamber. Outer door is duly insulated
for proper sealing from external environment and is lockable. Drawers are provided for
holding bags. Suitable to works on 220 volts A.C.

Digital “touch screen LCD” with computer interfacing can also be provided on request.

Capacity ( In Litres)           Number of Bags

85                                                      50

165                                                  110

200                                                  200

280                                                  250

400                                                  360
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Disclaimer

The Products details given on this page are indicative in nature and JAPSON reserves the right to change
them without prior notice. Buyer is also requested to re-check the specifications and other features of
product at the time of order as product development is a continuous process and minor modifications may
be made to design based on latest availability, process and design.
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